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	Practical Parallel Rendering, 9781568811796 (1568811799), CRC Press, 2002

	Meeting the growing demands for speed and quality in rendering computer graphics images requires new techniques. Practical parallel rendering provides one of the most practical solutions. This book addresses the basic issues of rendering within a parallel or distributed computing environment, and considers the strengths and weaknesses of multiprocessor machines and networked render farms for graphics rendering. Case studies of working applications demonstrate, in detail, practical ways of dealing with complex issues involved in parallel processing.
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GDI+ Programming in C# and VB .NETApress, 2002
 GDI+ both wraps arcane API calls and extends them for much easier use. Programmers no longer have to make do with the familiar but simplistic VB 6.0 drawing model, nor do they have to dig down into the GDI API in order to get any real work done. In GDI+, Microsoft has come up with a complete, but still extensible, set of classes for all of the...


		

Linux for Embedded and Real-Time ApplicationsNewnes, 2002
In this applications-oriented reference, Doug Abbott shows how to put Linux to work in embedded and real-time applications. Among the topics Abbott discusses include memory management, device drivers, interrupt handling, kernel instrumentation, boatloaders, embedded networking, inter-task communications, periodic vs. "one shot" timing,...

		

Second Language Teacher Education: A Sociocultural Perspective (ESL & Applied Linguistics Professional Series)Routledge, 2009
"…. a beautifully written, articulate and compelling argument for a sociocultural perspective on second language teacher education…. Essential reading for all who wish to understand this perspective." -- David Nunan, University of Hong Kong

" …significant and timely. Johnson is masterful at writing in...





	

Linux in a Nutshell (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1999

	
		Linux in a Nutshell covers the core commands available on common Linux distributions. This isn't a scaled-down quick reference of common commands, but a complete reference containing all user, programming, administration, and networking commands.Contents include:

		
			Commands with complete lists of...




		

Fundamentals of Fiber Lasers and Fiber Amplifiers (Springer Series in Optical Sciences)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the fundamental aspects of fiber lasers and fiber amplifiers, and includes a wide range of material from laser physics fundamentals to state-of-the-art topics, as well as industrial applications in the rapidly growing field of quantum electronics. Emphasis is placed on the nonlinear processes taking place in fiber lasers and...


		

CSS3 Solutions: Essential Techniques for CSS3 DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2012


	CSS3 is the latest standard for CSS, the syntax to control the style and layout of web pages.





	CSS3 is completely backward-compatible, so you will not have to change your existing designs. The CSS3

	specification is still under development by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). However, many of the

	new CSS3 properties...
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